
These written minutes represent the general discussion of the DWCD Board of 
Directors, DWCD staff, and participants at the DWCD board meeting, and they include 
a record of any and all board actions taken at the meeting.  The written minutes are 
not intended to provide a word-for-word account of the board meetings.  Nor are they 
a direct quote of any statements offered at board meetings.  All DWCD board 
meetings are recorded on audio tape. 

 
 

DOLORES WATER CONSERVANCY DISTRICT 
WATER ACTIVITY ENTERPRISE 

________________________________________ 
 

MINUTES 
Regular Meeting 

December 10, 2020 
________________________________________ 

 
CALL TO ORDER Bruce Smart, President, called the meeting to order at 7:10 PM   
 

ROLL CALL Bruce Smart, President 
 Simon Martinez, Vice President 

Don Schwindt, Secretary-Treasurer-Via Teleconference 
 Godwin Oliver, Director 
 Wes Wilson, Director-Via Teleconference 
 Sheldonna Z. Ives, Director-Via Teleconference 
 Glen Fish, Director 

Ken Curtis, General Manager 
 Rob Walker, Engineering Technician-Via Teleconference 
 Gina Espeland, Accounting Clerk 
 Adam Reeves, Attorney- Via Teleconference 
 Dan McCarl, Attorney- Via Teleconference 
 Robert Stump, Bureau of Reclamation - Via Teleconference 
   
 
INTRODUCTION OF GUESTS Via Telephone/Teleconference 
Eric Sprague, DWCD Engineering Tech, Brandon Johnson, General Manager, MVIC; Ed Millard, 
Montezuma County/IBCC/SWBRT, Doug Pickering, CDWR; Rich Landreth, City of Cortez; Elaine 
Chick, WIP, Duncan Rose, OSW, Dolores Protection Workgroup 
 
 
 
MINUTES   
 
APPROVAL OF THE MINUTES  
 
 
MOTION: TO APPROVE THE MINUTES AS SUBMITTED FOR THE NOVEMBER 12, 2020 

ENTERPRISE MEETING. 
 

MOTION: GLEN FISH 
SECOND: GODWIN OLIVER 
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. 

 
 

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
 
 
MOTION: TO APPROVE THE OCTOBER ’20 FINANCIAL STATEMENT AND APPROVE 

THE STATEMENT OF PAYABLES AS PRESENTED. 
  
O&M: AP/CHECK #38917-39011 & PR/CHECK #124322-124371 

$225,855.39 
   

MOTION: SHELDONNA ZWICKER 
SECOND: SIMON MARTINEZ 
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY.  
 
 
 
 

 



O&M REPORT – Rob reported the following: 

 
Pump Plants 
All six of the fixed speed pumps for Dove Creek and Fairview pumping plants are at Brimhall for 
rebuild. The remaining spray pump for the UF&RE water screen at 605 is also at Brimhall. Hastings 
has finished sandblasting and coating the piping at Great Cut and Towaoc Power Plant. 
 
Pictures attached show the 28 pipe penetrations for the manifold and the 4 pipe penetrations for the 
Dove Creek and U-Lateral at Great Cut.  The larger pipes in Great Cut were taken care of before on 
an inspection sheet for repairs.  WAPA performed some testing at the Great Cut substation on 
December 1st that left us without power for most of the day. We had our field tour on the same day. 
We toured Great Cut pumping plant, the tunnel, Well House 1 & 2 and the Towaoc Power Plant. 
 
Laterals 
The Field Techs are rebuilding the flow meters for Cahone and Hovenweep. We’re also replacing 
defective upstream valves for the full service boxes. 
 
Canals 
 We are removing canal sediment from Check 305 back to Great Cut and rebuilding South Canal at 
the big corner just east of HWY 491. We will be placing tire mats and rip rap on the corner before 
next season. 
 
McPhee Dam Spillway 
The Bureau of Reclamation inspected the concrete damage on the spillway floor and walls last 
month.  Will be coming in for core samples.  Robert may have more to say about the findings. 
 
Lone Pine 
We drained and inspected the Lone Pine chute and stilling basin on December 8th.  Had some small 
sand and gravel.  The concrete looked great.   
  
 
PMSC (Programmable Master Supervisory Control) 
The Control Room Operators are cleaning probe wells and replacing electrical components at the 
checks as needed.  Still doing a lot of training. 
Eric Tanner, SCADA system administrator 
 
 
Power Plants 
McPhee Power Plant is running steady at 25 CFS until early March 2021. Towaoc Power Plant has 
been winterized for the season. The installation of the new cathodic rectifier and anode bed for the 
TPP Penstock is complete and will be tested later this month.  Qualcorr came in and tested it 
yesterday and was to be in contact with Robert.  Gary Croke stated today that McPhee Power Plant 
is losing resistance and he is working with Sean of Cross Canyon Engineering tomorrow on 
checking some data to submit to Reclamation. 
 
 

 
WATER MANAGEMENT REPORT 
 
 
Water Accounting – ASO/NCAR Studies – Ken stated that he is covering this topic tonight and will 
not be covering much on the limited water operations.  Patrick did determine over the Thanksgiving 
holiday that it was not going to work out for him and resigned.  We are in the winter phase of water 
operations and we are filling Narraguinnep, releasing 25 cfs through the powerplant and supplying 
MWC & Cortez with their M&I flows.  Eric is working on annual numbers and we should have some 
final numbers to bring back in January.  Ken added that Don was able to watch brief presentations 
on the new Airborne Satellite Observatory (ASO) & NCAR WRF-Hydro runoff modeling that will 
come to the southwest this year and both are being funded by CWCB.  We will bring information 
back to the Board specific to the Dolores, but the work expands beyond this basin into the Animas, 
San Miguel and others.  Will have a workshop January 13th in the morning and Ken will send an 
email out if anyone wants to join.  Don stated that it is really good that they are down in our area.   
 
Upper Dolores Protection Workgroup – Outstanding Waters (OSW) Duncan Rose - Adam gave an 
introduction into outstanding waters last month.  We have been working with the Dolores Protection 
Workgroup for some time on the upper Dolores programs which started after the Himes Creek ISF 
and Rio Lado consideration.  The local TU chapter has taken the real lead on efforts to protect upper 
Dolores waters and the OSW specifically.   
 
Duncan presented a power point show of the Upper Dolores, focusing on two things, what we are 
observing in the area due to environmental changes, particularly wildfire and how the drought is 
affecting our waters.  It has led to the working group that looking at outstanding waters as a strategy.  
Fires are bigger and more intense, in Colorado over 717,000 acres burned as of November 30, 
2020.  The 20 largest fires have happened since 2002, prior to 2002 the largest wildfire was 28,880 



acres.  20 years of drought has brought soil moisture levels and fuel burn indexes to record 
problematic levels as of the mid/end of October.   
 
Along with drought we are seeing the western spruce budworm very severe in the upper west fork 
area.  Also, seeing Sudden Aspen Death (SAD).  Drought and warmer winters are driving the 
expansion of these losses.  The drought was significant this drying up Taylor, Little Taylor and 
Tenderfoot Creeks and losing the trout.  In 2018 we lost 4 streams that had cutthroat so now 7 of the 
24 cutthroat streams have lost all populations.  The Upper Stream Protection Working group is 
looking to see if there is a pattern.  The San Juan National Forest, DWCD CPW and TNC have been 
meeting to look at issues.  Looking at all the streams that had trout in 2016, 42 and then look at each 
stream and see what are the major disturbances and vulnerabilities affecting the streams.  Also 
looking at the tools to protect them focusing on those that can be handled at the local level.  Look to 
the tool kit and see what is relevant to each stream and pursue a tactic to work on.  Outstanding 
waters is one of the tools that Duncan wanted to focus on tonight.  There is intensive work going on 
with this over the last 4 years.  There are four zones that they are looking at.    First is the lost zone 
something that exceeds threshold levels, temperature & water flow, and can’t sustain trout.   This 
might include the 7 streams that are lost and may never come back or might so not worth pursuing. 
Then there is the threatened zone, heading towards lost zone, but still harboring trout.  The 
Persistent Zone which is the stronghold for trout and where we should invest to protect.  Then the 
emergent zone under previous conditions were too cold and are now warmer now and might be able 
to start sustaining trout.  Within each zone there is a leading edge and the system remains dynamic.  
We took the 42 streams and wanted to identify where are the priorities.  First, we rated the streams 
by vulnerability, which of those show resistance and resilience to climate changes through the end of 
the century ratings them 1 through 4.  The second criteria elevate those streams with native 
cutthroat.  Looking at the patterns that are emerging.  We identified those streams with small 
watersheds and low elevation headwaters are the most vulnerable.  The higher peaks match up with 
the precipitation levels.  Those streams that taps these higher elevations will sustain better.  Lower 
stream levels lead to warmer waters.  Dewatering is related to soil moisture.  Snowmelt gets it going 
and monsoon keeps it flowing.  This is not just trout; it involves all ecological systems including 
ponderosa pine trees also.  These higher elevation watersheds are the strongholds where we should 
invest our efforts.  One of the tools is pursuing outstanding waters.  It is a state designation 
authorized by the federal clean water act that gives additional protection through the Colorado Water 
Quality Control Commission.  It is an anti-degradation standard; you can’t damage the current 
quality.  Nine proposed streams are candidates per the presented map and all in the national forest.  
The process takes 3 years.  To be a designation there are 3 tests.  1) the existing quality for each 
candidate meets 12 water quality parameters is equal to or better than that specified; and 2) The 
waters constitute an outstanding natural resource based on certain criteria, cutthroat in these cases; 
and 3) the water requires protection in addition to that provided by the current combination of water 
quality classification and standards.  They are through the first year and still continue the four 
season sampling and have to do an outreach program.  The final submittal would be in the hearing 
in June of 2022 for those candidates that make it.  Potential issues are grazing allotments and 
potential impacts, but do not appear to be a problem.  Winter sampling remains a challenge, private 
parcels proximity and stream re-segmentation.  Algae needs to be further looked at.  Most of the 
streams have existing ISF’s.  Other tools are stream enhancement – slowing the water down (base 
flow) and restore/protect bogs and fens with resulting infiltration.  Consider the reintroduction of 
beavers or simulate their efforts.  Information can be located on the website: Dolorestudy.org.  There 
is data, maps and reports on this work.     
 
Discussion and Questions for Duncan:  Don stated that he enjoyed the presentation.  One 
potential issue is forest management practices that are being explored in Colorado and around the 
west.  Don stated that he is not willing to give up on the streams and blame it solely on climate and 
rely on elevation as the only answer.  We need to plan on a different volatile hydrologic future.  We 
need to focus on the science that helps us understand the hydrology to rejuvenate streams and then 
comes into McPhee.  We need to do landscape management that helps spread the water into a 
more controlled release much like the beaver used to do.  Farmers today spread the water that 
keeps streams flowing all year.  Duncan agreed that we need to fully understand the role of water 
moving through the environment and supporting the work on the way down the streams and it is tied 
to all the other systems.  Don stated that farmers and environmentalists need to be on the same 
page fighting for the science and management to protect our streams.   
 
Ed Millard asked if the two key issues are temperature and dewatering.  How much common ground 
do you have with us on protecting flows.  Ed asked if it is reasonable to plant trees to help cool 
creeks, shade, sublimation balancing the consumptive use dropping soil moisture.  Can we find a 
balance on thinning trees on the northern slopes that are prime candidates for water yield?  Are 
these things that can be considered?  Duncan stated that they are looking at the best practice 
across the board that would work, water and forests are two sides of the same coin.  Looking at 
stream temperatures very closely and tributaries appear cooler.  The lower streams offer off ramps 
from the warmer main stem.  They are very interested in emerging signs on aspect and water 
retention and soil moisture.   
 
Sheldonna stated on the grazing that it is great to talk to the range coms, the Forest Service, a lot of 
the challenge with grazing management on the National Forest is the inflexibility.  You have to go up 
a lot of levels to get a decision or change.  Poor grazing contributes to problems, but it is like 
blaming the rancher when their hands are tied.  There is not a rancher up there that doesn’t want 



better water quality.  We have to get past labels of environmentalist and rancher.  There are many 
abandoned beaver ponds that would be helpful to have back.  Duncan said we want to be in a 
positive place that we can be talking with each other.  We want hear what others have to say.  Right 
now we don’t have range problems, but could with lower water levels.  Now is the time to learn.   
 
Don stated that he would also throw in water quantification for forest health.  It has to have a role 
together with other outcomes that we are looking for.  That science on water quantity is lacking. 
 
Glen asked about building man made beaver dams, but what if it takes water from downstream 
users?  Would you have to go through water court?  Bruce thought anything artificial might require 
water court.  Duncan thought was the understanding, but we need to learn more about it.  Adam 
stated there was an open legal question on the Division Engineer’s authority to remove beaver dams 
that are interfering with a water right.   
 
Ken went into some history.  There was a federal reserve water lawsuit we last reviewed when Barry 
was still working and it goes to the FS having the requirement to protect these streams and CPW 
shares that same mission.  There was a federal water table trying to work out protections with the 
USFS.  Then after the lawsuit went dormant the SJNF LRMP came out and we spent a lot of the 
time reviewing it.  DWCD ultimately protested and reserved our rights should we see negative 
impacts that was backed up by a DNR letter.  Just a few years ago CWCB came out trying to work 
with SJNF on using ISF’s to meet the needed resource protections.  That brought us to Himes 
Creek, where we agree with the goal, but not how the ISF was applied.  This current effort spun out 
of that experience so we brought the parties back to address mutual goals.  As you heard tonight 
this work is closely linked with forest health activities at DWRF.  The purpose tonight was to present 
a short update on the in-depth work, people behind this effort and the current activities.  This topic 
will return to the Board in the future.  Duncan thanked the Board for the time to present. 
 
 
Water Information Program (WIP) Update – Elaine Chick stated that she had sent over updated 
information on the Water Information Program.  Elaine stated that she has been working with WIP 
for 4 years.  DWCD has been a major partner in the past years and she looks forward to the 
continued support.  The WIP provides balanced educational programming and resources to the 
people of the San Juan and Dolores watersheds.  It was created in 1994 by Southwestern Water 
Conservation District, who matches all local contributions, and other local partners.  Promotes water 
education, outreach, facilitates with partners on education, water workshops, festivals and seminars.  
We currently have a great diverse mixture of 30 partners.  The programs include the Children’s 
Water Festival, which reach about 800 students and 44 presentations.  Justice Hobbs has been the 
facilitator in the Annual Water Law Seminar historically that sold out last year.  WIP will be 
presenting an online Water Law in a Nutshell Course in January with Aaron Clay.  WIP partners with 
MSI on the Annual Forests-to-Faucets teacher training workshop which was held in Pagosa this 
year.  DWCD has participated in past tours for this training workshop.  WIP puts out an e-newsletter.  
Elaine became the volunteer Public Education, Participation and Outreach (PEPO) liaison for the 
SW Basin Roundtable (SWBRT) two years ago.  This year we are working on a 9-minute 
educational video on the SW Basin.  It is being produced by WIP and SW Basin PEPO.  Key topics 
will include river health, forest health and agriculture and the nexus between all of them in SW 
Colorado.  The video will be available to all public, schools, water managers, or anyone wanting to 
use it for presentation.  Estimated completion is scheduled for later in December 2020.  There are a 
variety of brochures and information pieces available and WIP has a lending library.  Elaine worked 
on SWEAP for WIP.  Question: why is water education important?  Coloradans need to be informed 
on water issues and equipped to make smart decisions that guide our state to a sustainable water 
future.  This is by providing coordinated, well-funded, and impactful education, outreach, and public 
engagement programs, members of our community become engaged in well-informed community 
discourse and decision making regarding balanced water solutions and are empowered to take 
thoughtful action regarding critical water challenges facing the state and their communities.  All of 
this cannot be done without continued support. 
 
Elaine thanked the Board and stated that she wanted to give an update on the Water Information 
Program and ask for continued strong support for WIP. 
 
 
 
ADJOURNMENT Dolores Water Conservancy District Water Activity Enterprise Board meeting 

adjourned at 8:40 P.M. 
 
 
 
_______________________________ _______________________________ 
Donald W. Schwindt, Secretary-Treasurer Bruce Smart, President 

 

 

 
 
 



DOLORES WATER CONSERVANCY DISTRICT 
________________________________________ 

 

MINUTES 
Regular Meeting 

December 10, 2020 
_________________________________________ 

 
CALL TO ORDER Bruce Smart, President, called the meeting to order at 8:40 PM  
 
 
ROLL CALL Bruce Smart, President 
 Simon Martinez, Vice President 

Don Schwindt, Secretary-Treasurer-Via Teleconference 
 Godwin Oliver, Director 
 Wes Wilson, Director- Via Teleconference 
 Sheldonna Z. Ives, Director-Via Teleconference 
 Glen Fish, Director 

Ken Curtis, General Manager 
 Rob Walker, Engineering Technician-Via Teleconference 
 Gina Espeland, Accounting Clerk 
 Adam Reeves, Attorney- Via Teleconference 
 Dan McCarl, Attorney- Via Teleconference 
 Robert Stump, Bureau of Reclamation - Via Teleconference 
   
 
INTRODUCTION OF GUESTS Via Telephone/Teleconference 
 
Eric Sprague, DWCD Engineering Tech, Brandon Johnson, General Manager, MVIC; Ed Millard, 
Montezuma County/IBCC/SWBRT, Doug Pickering, CDWR, Rich Landreth, City of Cortez 
  
 
MINUTES  
 
APPROVAL OF THE MINUTES  
 
MOTION: TO APPROVE THE MINUTES AS SUBMITTED FOR THE NOVEMBER 12, 2020, 

REGULAR MEETING. 
 

MOTION:  GLEN FISH 
SECOND: GODWIN OLIVER 
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY.   

 
 
MOTION: TO APPROVE THE MINUTES AS SUBMITTED FOR THE NOVEMBER 12, 2020, 

EXECUTIVE SESSION. 
 

MOTION:  GODWIN OLIVER 
SECOND: GLEN FISH 
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY.  
 
 

MOTION: TO APPROVE THE MINUTES AS SUBMITTED FOR THE NOVEMBER 12, 2020, 
UPSTREAM USERS INCLUSION HEARING. 

 
MOTION:  GLEN FISH 
SECOND: GODWIN OLIVER 
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY.  
 

 
MOTION: TO APPROVE THE MINUTES AS SUBMITTED FOR THE NOVEMBER 12, 2020, 

BUDGET HEARING. 
 

MOTION:  GODWIN OLIVER 
SECOND: SIMON MARTINEZ 
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. 
 
 

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
 
MOTION: TO APPROVE THE OCTOBER ‘20 FINANCIAL STATEMENTS AND APPROVE 

THE STATEMENT OF PAYABLES AS PRESENTED. 
 



 ADMIN: AP/CHECK #11583-11594 
 

     $10,062.89 
 

MOTION:  SIMON MARTINEZ 
SECOND: SHELDONNA ZWICKER 
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. 

 
 
 
AGENCY REPORTS 

 
BOR Report – Robert stated that when the spillway at McPhee Dam was inspected in 2017 it was 
recommended to core sections for analysis by the Denver Tech Center by spectrographic and for 
alkali silica reaction.  They needed to target representative locations without turning the spillway into 
swiss cheese.  Robert and USBR staff inspected and sounded the surface then put on a map so 
Denver can point out where the cores will need to be taken.  After the analysis Denver will help 
develop a repair plan.  The fixed speed pumps are at Brimhall and we are waiting on a preliminary 
inspection report and expect it soon. 
 
 
Division of Water Resources Report 

Doug stated CDWR is working on the records.  Marty is working on McPhee and expect to have the 
Dolores and McElmo records published by Christmas. 
 
T/H Committee Report 
 
Godwin reported that the THC Committee met on November 18, 2020 and paid two bills one to 
DWCD and MVIC. 
 
Next T/H Meeting – The Committee will meet at the DWCD, Cortez Office December 16, 2020 at 
2:00 p.m. 
 
 
MVIC Report 
 
Brandon reported that they are still working on the Lone Pine liner, servicing meters and getting 
ready for the upcoming annual meeting on Saturday, December 19th.   
 
 
Adoption of Resolutions for 2021 Budget 

Ken provided a handout of details on the budget.  The Administrative Budge (100) basically didn’t 
change.  Lisa did enter final county property valuations.   

Going forward in the O&M Budget (200) there is nothing that changes the overall direction.  Utilized 
the net from 2019 and does make it balance at the bottom.  It is called out in a few places.  Ken also 
added the CWCB funded NCAR studies.   

Miscellaneous Revenue was projected higher this year, but left as is for 2021.  M&I Lease on Line 
23 was higher for 2020 and it was pointed out that it was back down to normal for 2021.  User fees 
are just a projection and it could change, will be adjusted in the audit.  The bills are out and the 
money will come in.  The one estimate is that we started to see the Great Cut 2020 pumping costs 
were higher and 2021 were raised a little bit.  The higher pumping costs includes MVIC 
reimbursement for pumping to U-lateral.  Line 109 increased due to projects this year.  Weather 
modification was a corrected for 2020 and no changes to 2021.  The new NCAR study is on line 156.  
Insurance was one of the big changes.  Effectively changing insurance, we got out of cycle, paid 
twice in 2020, offset by the beginning fund balance and it will be annually going forward.  It is just a 
timing issue.  Lines 220 and 221 updated that operating reserve pull it is an in/out and does not 
affect the budget.  We did not draw on reserves for equipment and are starting to repay back the 
replacements.  We are putting approximately $60,000+ in replacement reserves.  Ken pointed out 
the biggest struggle is lining it up by the calendar year as we are seasonal though we have annual 
bills like insurance and they hit on both sides of the new year.  We are continuing with a positive net 
cash inflow.  The auditor’s point of view is that we are not to expend more than the budgeted 
amounts.  We have enough cash in our account that it is not a problem for paying when it crosses 
from one year in to the next.  The important parts are the expenditures that go to the State and 
setting the mill Levies.  It all gets reconciled into real costs by the auditor.  There are five resolutions 
that adopt the costs and set the mill levies and they are broken up by the different accounts for 
administration and enterprise. 

 

Bruce asked if anyone had comments on the Budget 

 

MOTION: ADOPT RESOLUTION NO. 20-06 2021 ADMINISTRATIVE FUND BUDGET 



 

  MOTION:  SIMON MARTINEZ  

  SECOND:  GODWIN OLIVER  

  MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. 

 

MOTION: ADOPT RESOLUTION NO. 20-07 RESOLUTION TO APPROPRIATE 
ADMINISTRATION FUND MONEY 

 

  MOTION:   GODWIN OLIVER 

  SECOND:  GLEN FISH 

  MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. 

 

MOTION: ADOPT RESOLUTION NO. 20-08 SETTING THE MILL LEVIES 

 

  MOTION:   SIMON MARTINEZ 

  SECOND:   GLEN FISH 

  MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. 

 

 

MOTION: ADOPT RESOLUTION NO. 20-01-E 2021 ENTERPRISE FUND BUDGET 

 

  MOTION:   GODWIN OLIVER 

  SECOND:   SIMON MARTINEZ 

  MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. 

 

 
MOTION: ADOPT RESOLUTION NO. 20-02-E APPROPRIATION OF ENTERPRISE FUND 

MONEY 

 

  MOTION:   SIMON MARTINEZ 

  SECOND:   GLEN FISH 

  MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. 

 

Ken stated that he didn’t get the Budget Message changed this year and will make it a work in 
progress for next year’s Budget process. 

 
 
GENERAL MANAGERS REPORT 

 
SET LOCATION FOR POSTING MEETING NOTICES IN 2020:  DWCD is required to annually set 
the legal location for posting meeting notices pursuant to state open meetings statutory 
requirements.  It has traditionally been just outside the Board room.  Any other postings, primarily 
the website, are done as a courtesy. This requires a Board motion which has been: 
 
DESIGNATING THE AREA OUTSIDE THE BOARD ROOM DOORS AS THE LOCATION FOR THE 
OFFICIAL POSTING OF MEETING NOTICES. 

 
 
MOTION: DESIGNATING THE AREA OUTSIDE THE BOARD ROOM DOORS AS THE  
  LOCATION FOR THE OFFICIAL POSTING OF MEETING NOTICES. 
 

MOTION: DON SCHWINDT 
SECOND: WES WILSON 

  MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. 

 
 
 
 



Annual Appointment of DWCD Representative to the Towaoc Highline Canal Committee.  
Currently Godwin is the District’s designated THCC voting member with Sheldonna as the 
designated alternate.  This requires a Board motion after which we will provide a letter to the THCC 
with the Board’s decision.  

 
 
MOTION: APPOINT GODWIN OLIVER TO BE THE TOWAOC HIGHLINE COMMITTEE 

REPRESENTATIVE AND SHELDONNA Z. IVES TO BE THE TOWAOC HIGHLINE 
COMMITTEE ALTERNATE. 

 
MOTION: DON SCHWINDT 

  SECOND: SIMON MARTINEZ 
  MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY, SHELDONNA WAS NOT PRESENT. 

 
 
Support for CWC Stewardship Project - The CWC Stewardship Project has been going since 2012 
to protect against Public Trust Doctrine challenges to the Colorado Constitution.  These actions could  
be Ballot Amendments to legal briefs.  Other water groups contribute from $100 to $25K for some  
larger cities.  SWCD has made contributions from $2,000 - $5,000 over several cycles.  Most small  
water agencies have contributed less than $1,000, DWCD has been contributing $500 and would be  
appropriate for DWCD.  The Hill v. Warsewa is being appealed and the Stewardship Project is  
anticipating filing an amicus brief early next year.  Since they are anticipating brief preparation expense 
early next year, we have dropped some other memberships and are focusing on CWC; 
 
I therefore request a motion to support the CWC Stewardship Project in 2021 with a $750 contribution. 
 
Don commented that he supports it and appreciates the increase and have heard Ken being a more  
active player on the State Affairs Committee.  Third, CWC gets most of the income from conferences 
and the virtual meetings did not bring in expected amounts.  Don may be back to add a little bit more 
support for the CWC membership.  Ute Water Conservancy has used some of their travel budget to 
support CWC until the summer and annual conferences return.   

 
MOTION: TO APPROVE SUPPORTING THE CWC STEWARDSHIP PROJECT IN 2021 WITH 

A $750.00 CONTRIBUTION. 
 

MOTION:  SIMON MARTINEZ 
SECOND: DONALD SCHWINDT 
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY, SHELDONNA WAS NOT PRESENT. 

 
CWC virtual conference has been set up for February 9 and February 12 if anyone is interested in 
attending, we can help with set that up.  They have also started up weekly update calls running 
every Thursday from 12:15 – 1:00 PM, Ken stated that he may forward the recordings.  The CRWUA 
meeting is virtual for a 2 ½ hour seminar on Friday, December 18th from 8:30 – 11:00 am.  It is 
usually in person with all seven states represented and a heavy federal presence. 
 
Totten Reservoir Lease to Purchase Review 
Ken & Brandon will be meeting on January 19th before the Board to Board with DWR.  We are 
represented by Jack Byers and Dennis Miller for a joint engineering team for Totten.  The Lease was 
handed out and emailed as well as a response from the State Engineer.  We need to enter into 
negotiations with MVIC at some time on the purchase.  MVIC did direct their attorney to draft a 
purchase agreement.  The water would stay within the confines of the existing contracts and not 
have an expanded use.  We might get into some detailed water discussions.  The lease agreement 
does not have an actual purchase price in it.   We did have the fiduciary amount of $61,105 that we 
had talked about.  The lease is straight forward for the next 3 years.  MVIC has paid the $2500 for 
the half year and made the next payment for full year of 2021.  DWCD ran operations and kept the 
water lease payments this year.  MVIC will be taking over the water lease agreements for next year.  
The salinity payments will still come to us.  The Alterations Section (12) MVIC has indicated that they 
may start some work if they were to restore full utilization and hope to know more after January 19th.  
They might start working on the larger fixes and if so they will need our permission, but more 
importantly will need to coordinate with CDWR.  These repairs are at MVIC’s costs, as we planned 
to sell as is.  We plan to sell it to them and we will start down that legal contract writing road.  If for 
some reason that MVIC changes their mind, there are ways to cease the lease.  Those were the 
high points of the lease, the big issue will be around price, but will talk through the water details 
when the draft contracts start coming out.     
 
Keep these two documents going through the winter for the Board to Boards.  Brandon stated that 
MVIC made a lease years ago when CPW was DOW.  Now CPW wants public users to have habitat 
stamp.  MVIC is sending a letter to CPW to remove that issue from Totten along with Narraguinnep 
and Groundhog since our intent is that Totten will go back to MVIC in a few years.  Ken just wanted 
the Board to be advised, and point out that we are not having the December Board to Board next 
week.  Adam stated that he is expecting to get a draft agreement next month from MVIC’s attorney. 
 
MVIC December 19 Special Shareholder Meeting.  



MVIC is required to hold an in person annual meeting to conduct certain business, specifically set 
assessments, elect Directors and make by-law changes.  Under current Covid restrictions this is 
obviously problematic for MVIC to hold their traditional annual meeting in January.  So far MVIC has 
been discussing setting this special meeting to just conduct the minimum amount of business to start 
2021 operations.  Ken emailed the final meeting materials.  MVIC is encouraging all shares to use 
proxies if unavailable to attend to have a quorum and vote on necessary matters.  Other MVIC 
business reports are likely to follow in the mail and they may hold another meeting later in 2021.  
DWCD has traditionally sent out proxies with attending DWCD Board members, Don, Glen, Godwin 
and Bruce, but we need to sort that out and send a letter.  James Snyder is up for reelection and 
Greg Black is not running again.  Glen stated that he intends to go to the meeting.  Don stated that 
he is not attending and would be fine with Glen carrying the proxy.  Don thinks Bill Jarret is a good 
place to go.  He thinks the MVIC has been responsible with assessments.  Don stated that he does 
support their bylaw changes, Catlin amendments.  Strongly supportive on everything that they are 
doing at this meeting.  Godwin stated that he can attend.  Ken stated that he would put both names 
Glen and Godwin in the letter to carry the proxy.  Adam might have some suggestions on the Class 
B that was not intended to hurt us and making sure it is not a Class B discussion.  Adam stated that 
he had an initial concern that it was drafted broadly and the limitations for a substitute water supply 
plan that would move water out of the basin and he didn’t have any concerns about moving water 
within the basin.  Adam doesn’t have any concerns with the revisions.  Don stated that the governor 
might change things in the coming weeks that they would have to change the number of people 
attending the meeting at the fairgrounds.  Don stated that he would be comfortable giving the proxy 
to go to Gerald if it becomes an issue of limited attendance due to the COVID 19 rulings.  Godwin 
concurred.  Brandon said that there will be seating for 100 and hope to keep the crowd down. 
 
MOTION: FOR GLEN FISH AND GODWIN OLIVER TO CARRY THE PROXY IN PERSON 

AND FALL BACK TO ALLOW MVIC PRESIDENT, GERALD KOPPENHAFER TO 
CARRY THE PROXY IF LIMITED NUMBER OF ATTENDEES DUE TO COVID19 
RULINGS. 
 

 
MOTION:  DONALD SCHWINDT 
SECOND: SIMON MARTINEZ 
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY, SHELDONNA WAS NOT PRESENT. 

 
 
Colorado River Basin Issues 
 
Ken stated that he included the latest CWCB DM Workplan for 2021 to review and discuss along 
with other issues at the meeting.  The CWCB intends to put together a straw man DM program that 
we can all comment on.  There have also been some AZ meetings.  Just recently CRD kicked off 
their public input group and had a good initial meeting.  DWCD remains reluctant to keep chasing 
DM until other actions are taken addressing issues like the IG & forest management.  We also want 
to see the UCRC process unfold.  So, we have dug our heels in.  Others, like the CRD appear to be 
more agreeable to pursuing DM because of hedge fund purchases in their areas.  We recognize that 
the risk studies showed some real risks and curtailment issues are out there, but we should focus on 
other issues before getting to DM. 
 
Don said as he keeps thinking about DM he gets stronger and stronger on the importance of keeping 
Powell for us and solve Powell.  The necessity to finish the compact negotiations and keep Powell 
for us.  The whole upper basin needs to be storing the CR water up here before it gets across the 
state lines into Powell.  Whether small reservoirs or landscape improvements to help groundwater.  
We need to get the data that we need on water here and keep water in Powell for our 10 year 
Compact commitment.  Don’t put any extra water in Powell until we know more about the future 
hydrology unfolds.  He doesn’t even want to utilize the pool in Powell.  The UB states are diverse 
and different so there could be conflict between the 4 upper basin states so until we hear from 
UCRC we don’t use the pool in Powell.  Don stated that we need to give Ken the authority to be 
sending that message including MVIC’s Catlin changes.  Make the message strong for our project 
and valley that may be different from SWCD and CRD views.  The CWCB plan leaves latitude to 
hear that strong voice and incorporate it into what we do as a state.  We need to keep it a simple 
and binary fight allows us to make that case much better and determine the water we have in 
Colorado before we settle on any changes.  
 
Ed Millard stated that the information from the Colorado River Stakeholders may not be made public.  
The meetings are no attribution, so we may not see much out of the 10 meetings.  He asked to make 
the presentation available since it is a good introduction.  The rest of the meetings are probably not 
going to be public.  They hope to come out with a policy document for the CRD Board on DM.  They 
are looking at two different goals.  One is operating under the current constraints and the 2nd is 
thinking more out of the box for 2026.  The CRD wanted SWCD involvement, but since they don’t 
have a General Manager currently, they couldn’t work it out and it may be easier for them if they 
don’t have us involved.  It is a River District thing and we should leave it there.  As far as DM policy, 
CWCB is talking about another pilot program.  Our Director, Celene Hawkins has been advocating 
about another very large pilot in all basins and prove up on proportionality and equity issues.  Ed 
spoke against pilots at CWCB.  The UCRC shut down pilots in 2018 because it wasn’t going to 
storage, they were only adding water to the system.  He doesn’t want to see money spent with no 



storage in Powell, wasted resources, but if they do then it is DM.  As far as WAM, he has heard that 
it has made many folks up there not interested in DM and CRD has said that 500 KAF is insufficient.  
Ed said the forest management and water is gaining a lot of traction, DW, Gunnison, WY, UT, CRD.  
At this point he’s not sure that we can make it happen, but it is an alternative that might work and 
he’s committed to try.  At the Metro RT Brown & Caldwell is working on a plank for forest 
management.  Becky Mitchell is having a chat/webinar January 27 and will be attending the water 
tables talking about the water plan.   
 
Ken commented on page 6 of CWCB work plan, larger scale of pilot program.  They will look at it on 
paper and though they have no money it is not out of the questions.   
 
Don said that he thinks Grand Valley WU are quite divergent from the rest of the valley.  He thinks 
driven by aging infrastructure.  Mark may be a minority in his association.  Paul hopes to get some 
national publicity and got a political press profile.  Don has been talking to FFA to try and get UB to 
push our perspective.   
 
SWBRT Basin Implementation Plan Update 
Glen is on the Roundtable and Ken and Ed are also.   SWBRT is updating the Basin Plan following 
after CWCB has updated the technical parts of the Colorado Water Plan (CWP).  Just getting to the 
phase to review SWBRT BIP Goals and we have some issues.  We need to discuss how we are 
going to participate.   
 
Glen stated that he has attended a couple of the workshops and has had conversations with Ed.  If 
you are in agriculture you just toss it aside and don’t look at it as he doesn’t see any benefits to Ag.  
Glen feels that it pushes agriculture to the side and he has a chance to work on goals and 
measurable outcomes at the Roundtable.  Glen wanted to see what the general feeling of the Board 
is and if it is worth pursuing.  This would be the chance to have agriculture represented.  The first 
group of goals is titled balance all needs and reduce conflict.  The first goal is “Pursue high success 
rate of IPP’s”.  The Measurable Goal is for “100% of all IPP’s shall consider from the initial planning 
stage maintaining and enhancing environmental and recreational needs.”  There are more examples 
in others.  Glen would consider changing to 50% and have a similar goal for Ag & M&I.  Glen asked 
if he were to take a stand, would this Board be in supportive of it.  Godwin, Simon and Don stated 
that they fully support Glen supporting the Ag voice.  That is why he is there to represent an Ag.  In 
the Agriculture Group the goals talk about trying to prevent the transmountain diversions.  Glen says 
we should be working on protecting prior appropriations and there is very little discussion on 
conservation.   
 
Ed stated that Glen is focused on something that he started at previous RT meetings.  Multipurpose 
requirement skews funding towards environmental and rec and away from single purpose Ag & M&I.    
As money dwindles, you see less and less funding agriculture and this goes back to the CWP, may 
not be able to change locally.  Do we want the money bad enough from the program to surrender to 
these demands?  Funds are dwindling as part of the severance program.  We often seek funds 
elsewhere.  A4 talks about collaboration, but it is unidirectional, they don’t collaborate with us like on 
the Division 7 exemption.  There are other important issues in the BIP.  Ed stated that the current 
plan does talk about forests relative to water quality and infrastructure.  We want to get more water 
quantity into the discussion and goals.  There is talk about sport fishing and native fish in the lower 
Dolores, nothing mentioned on the small mouth removal which needs to be added. We need to 
defend agriculture better with studies on the recreation & environmental benefits from Ag.   G2 talks 
about protecting the San Juan and may relate to potential CWCB conflicts of interest.  G5 wants to 
reduce demand to protect the Powell pool for power.  We need to rewrite to ensure compact 
compliance.  G3 and G6 talk about protecting water rights and he will leave to Ken to talk about it in 
Executive Session.  Ed stated that he put recommendations out there and continue to sharpen them 
up.  We will have to fight for needed changes.   
 
Ken stated that for tonight that Ken, Glen and Ed as well as Brandon and Greg Black will stay on 
and participate.  Some of these need to be thought through carefully.  How we play these out is not 
guaranteed.  Ken suggested that Ed keep going at it and share the information with other locals.  Ed 
is trying to get them to negotiate on these goals.   Ed also put in two IPPs on forests and needs 
some support.  Ken stated that this item will probably be on the agenda in the future and goals are 
the first priorities.  Glen asked if this is a five-year process that is driving this update or why exactly is 
SWBRT doing this update.  Ken stated that it is routine and it is a five- year process.  Glen said that 
it makes it important since we won’t see for 5 more years.  Ed clarified that they are trying to get the 
legislature to put more money towards water projects and pointed out the Governor’s Wildly 
Important Goals.  Once they have identified projects the state will try to show the value and justify 
more money from the legislature. 

 
LEGAL REPORT 

Adam stated that Ken, Brandon, Peter Foster, Bill Warmack, Beth Van Vurst and John Justus met 
and made progress on the 87.3 change case and would like to discuss it in Executive Session. 

MVIC 87.3cfs Water Rights Filing – Adam continues discussions with John Justus and would like 
to have a brief discussion in Executive Session.  Also, if we need to discussion some of the SWBRT 
goals that Ed Millard mentioned with DWCD concerns around the Roundtable implementation plan 



 
MOTION: MOVE INTO EXECUTIVE SESSION PER CRS 24.6.402(e) TO OBTAIN ADVICE 

FROM COUNSEL AND CRS 24.6.402(b) TO DISCUSS MATTERS OF 
NEGOTIATION CONCERNING MVIC 87.3 CFS CHANGE CASE AND 
ROUNDTABLE GOALS. 

  MOTION: GLEN FISH 
  SECOND: GODWIN OLIVER 
  MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY.  
 
RECESSED FOR EXECUTIVE SESSION AT 10:25 P.M. 
 
RECONVENED REGULAR MEETING AT 10:50 P.M. 
 
REPORT OUT OF EXECUTIVE SESSION 

Adam reported that in Executive Session the Board discussed status of the MVIC 87.3 cfs Change 
Case as well as potential revisions to the CWP SWBRT Basin Implementation Plans. No decisions 
were made. 

 

Other 

Glen stated that he is also on the Montezuma Water Company Board where the user has a certain 
ownership to the water and he has had real struggles with it at times on ownership rights & use 
versus conservation.   

Ken stated that we will have a Brainstorm Session near the end of February or early March.  Big 
topics include CR issues and financial issues.  We haven’t focused on the M&Is, but it could be part 
of the discussion.  Ken will have Colorado water issues to work with Adam and Dan for the 
Brainstorm.    Ken will be bringing the EDS back for further discussions with UMUT and Bruce, 
Adam & Steve. 

 
NEXT DWCD BOARD MEETING – Thursday, January 14, 2021 - 7:00 P.M. 
 
ADJOURNMENT Meeting adjourned at 11:02 P.M. 
 
 
 
 
 
              
Donald W. Schwindt, Secretary-Treasurer   Bruce Smart, President 
 
 
 

 


